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Lure of the Liche Lord is a Warhammer Fantasy Roleplay adventure sourcebook set in the land of

the Border Princes. Inside you'll find a slew of adventure seeds that enable you to run this region as

a stand-alone adventure or as the foundation of a campaign. It contans information on the ancient

empire of Nehekhara, lavish detail of the Tomb of the Liche Lord and the Liche Lord himself, new

curses and diseases, extensive rules on traps, and a bestiary expansion.
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Lure of the Liche Lord is a fantastic new adventure for Warhammer Fantasy RPG, and exhaustive

128 page, highly detailed book complete with new curses, traps. Diseases, monsters, and much

more. In this book, the players will journey to the tombs of the Liche Lord, and ancient, undead

necromancer named Karitamen. The book opens with a chapter detailing Karitamen's life when he

was yet flesh and blood. Once a mighty warlord, he rose to power and became known as the Death

Scarab because it was said he could kill with a touch or a glance.After years of his tyrannical rule,

the nobles finally fought back and enlisted the aid of a powerful wizard to enchant a dagger named

the Dagger of Bound Souls which would cut through even Karitamen's powerful spell protections,

killing him and entrapping his soul within his body forever. When the Priest-King raised the dead to

aid him, Karitamen found himself turned into an undead Liche.The second and third chapters reveal

some of the important people and places in and around the lands of the Border Princes where the

campaign is set. The adventure begins in earnest in chapter four, The Road To Adventure. Several



plots are provided to get the PCs on their way, or which the GM can use to devise their own

adventures. Several smaller plot hooks are also provided as additional adventure options. The GM

can choose to make this a broad, lengthy campaign which will take many game sessions to

complete, or make it a fairly straight forward dungeon crawl and get the players headed directly to

the Liche's tomb.The remaining eight chapters cover the lands surrounding the tomb, and each of

its seven levels. This is one massive place!
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